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Abstract—For individuals with a motor skill disorder, repetition of recommended therapy
exercises is essential for motor improvement. Moreover, external feedback of performance
is an important component of therapy such that individuals can correct their exercises
and improve their performance. However, direct feedback is typically only provided by
an expert therapist during weekly or monthly therapy sessions, which limits improvement
on a daily basis. In order to promote the repetition of recommended exercises in a home
setting, several serious games have been developed to promote compliance with therapy
interventions. To advance this work, we have developed a novel framework to couple
serious games with a robot playmate that provides various feedback during interaction. The
playmate continuously tracks the user’s kinematic performance and autonomously provides
objective verbal and nonverbal cues in order to increase the efficacy of the intervention. To
determine how various instruction, motivation, and correction cues affect an individual’s
kinematic performance, we have tested the complete system with 59 able-bodied adults.
We conclude that the developed system is able to provide a combination of feedback
(motivation, instruction, correction) throughout the therapy session that enabled 100% of
individuals to reach their performance goals.
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